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About This Content

All you need is LOVE and amazing knockdown team memebers! The Crazy in Love Pack is a great choice for the true
adventurer to get a quick and great start in Mighty Party!
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List of incredibly powerful cuties (looking so crazy in love) you will get:

•Grand Ma Reaper x15 - Legendary Hero
•Super Mary x15 - Legendary Hero

•Mi Ten-tailed x15 - Legendary Hero
•Gold x50000
•Gems x7500
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Lead your MIGHTY PARTY to victory! -> Be no. 1 !

For a new account: you'll get your rewards after the tutorial and 2 PVP fights.
If you’re not a new player please check that DLC is installed and restart the game.

NOTE: Included gems won't be counted for VIP level.
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mighty party crazy in love pack

Awesome game! i deffinently recommend it!.... later... at the moment it crashes ALOT making harder to recommend but still
recomendable. also there is currently a lack of content ships\/map size\/modifications\/customizations\/ making it a litte boreing
after a little play time. what i think the games needs is, less crashing, better controls with multiple ships, customization, freedom
with modifications, and a little more that i wont cover in this review. currently i dont think its worth 11.99$ more like open beta
demo test price later stuff.. Good game, but after recent update the game is unplayable.. This is a pretty solid DLC. While the
name is a tad misleading since I'm inclined to believe that only one of the units is actually elite, the units themselves are fairly
good. In most cases the DLC will soup up eastern factions' cavalry rosters giving them superior light and heavy cavalry, and in
the case of the Ottomans it will give you some very good militias (ones that aren't totally useless) in addition to some
exceptionally cost efficient dragoons, and better than average Janissary musketeers. The units are useful on a single player
campaign level since they're decent quality, and in many cases easy to recruit. In a multiplayer situation, this DLC will greatly
boost the overall viability of Eastern factions.

Edit: I'd also like to take this moment to call Valve Corp. out on its recent anti-consumer practice of subtly hiding negative
reviews. Read here: https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/593110\/announcements\/detail\/1808664240333155775. So far im
loving this game, this the first game i ever bought on steam and im not regretting my choice one bit, the art is fantastic and the
game play engaging, and while the story is not completely original(nothing is nowadays) its still unique enough to be
entertaining.. This game has a certain charm to it, although it does need a lot of work. If you like games like Harvest Moon it
gives off a similar feeling. After this game is fully developed I feel as if it would be an amazing game.. So awsomeXDDDDD.
brought the game and wont work. I mean, it's a great little game but it seems unfinished? Nothing happens after you hit a certain
level (won't reveal the number) and it just comes to an abrupt end with no real visual cue. It's fine for an hour or two of
entertainment for 1 dollar.. Puzzle Quest is an RPG based on a foundation of match 3 mechanics, with Runespell:Overture
replacing the match 3 foundation with that of Poker hands.

I enjoyed this for the same reasons I enjoyed Puzzle Quest and the poker mechanics kept the game feeling fresh in the over-
saturated genre of puzzle\/rpg hybrids.

$10 seems appropriate if you are in to this sort of game, but if on sale for $5 or less and you even have a passing interest then
snap it up immediately.

(Also recommended by me via the Headache & Migraine Gaming Group). + A visual novel with voice actors!
+ Interesting SF story
+ Excellent soundscape
+ Good graphics
+ You're able to make choices throughout
- Repetitive walking back and forth

Make up your own mind with this gameplay: https:\/\/youtu.be\/cqn101c_2f4
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Lazy developping and game design all along. You get to a new zone and expect to encounter something a tad bit different,
anything new really, until you realize you're up against the same level, only a little faster.. Fellow RPGmaker ghettodivers, this is
it. This is what you have been waiting for. This is the final evolution of runtime packaged, stock graphics'd, one-man poverty-
dev'd games. And it is unexpectedly really, *really* good.

Wooden Ocean's initial impression is not strong, and it certainly has rough spots. At first, it's going to seem like it's slow and
clunky and nothing is happening. And all these things will be true. But as the game goes on, a sort of miracle occurs. Out of the
weird rpgmaker slog comes some of the best damn writing, and for sure the best damn metaplot, I have ever encountered in title
like this.

Wooden Ocean's world is insane. I would be doing you a disservice by trying to describe any of it, but if you like language, and
you like in-your-face weirdness, and you like things that keep a serious tone in spite of their deep and abiding inner strange,
you're going to enjoy WO a whole bunch.

Gameplay is kind of a mixed bag, since Wooden Ocean is so sprawlingly vast (seriously, do not try to 100% this. You'll just
drive yourself crazy) that it would be a nightmare even for a full team to keep everything fine-tuned. Still, there are a lot of cool
elements (such as managing your own town) to be pleasantly surprised by, and game balance works on average (and even has a
respectably deep combat system--although admittedly it turns to filler once you figure out how to break the game stats), but
those aren't really why you're here.

The lore in this thing is like the seeds of a pomegranite: it's worth picking through all that frustrating styrofoamy pith just to get
at each bit.

To top it all off, although the core game is finished, the dev is continuing to work on this thing for free, pushing perioding DLC
out to the playerbase at no cost. Considering how vanishingly small that playerbase is and how much effort is going into the new
content, this is at least as crazy as WO's plot, but it's an unabashedly good-guy-dev thing to do and I'm as happy as I am
mystified to see it.

In summary, voyages into the RPGmaker ghetto aren't always rewarding, but if there's even one Wooden Ocean for every eleven
or twelve Data Hackers, I will continue to make them.

This game is good, with a lot of caveats. On 50% off sale, it's a very safe buy, but if you value plot over everything and you like
your storytelling weird, I'd say go for it at full price.. Very gooooooooooood engine. Top of the pops for the classic diesel fan
out there. The engines sounds good. the two tone horn works so you can have a high and low note. Good texturing nothing to
critise apart from it should have come in br green to match the 25. Everything else is great. Top Marks DTG.
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\u041e\u0446\u0435\u043d\u043a\u0430: \u041e\u0442\u043b\u0438\u0447\u043d\u043e 9\/10. Oh my God! My arms are
aching! This is the most intense VR game thus far. Its insane, especially when its 2 x 1. Really hard workout!. this game has
great potential i recommend this game if you like multiplayer online games its really good !
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